InspireDesign arms its readers
with the techniques, tools and
ideas to create inspiring designs
and effectively communicate them
to an increasingly savvy—and
empowered—guest.

ISSUE DATES

SPRING
Space: Feb 15

Cutting-edge, innovative, highimpact are no longer ideas for the
progressive, but a necessity in being
able to differentiate your hotel
from the competition. Designers are
hungry for both fun and functional,
stand-out, signature elements
to incorporate into their designs;
guests are hungry for many flavors,
especially those that are authentic,
local and unique.
InspireDesign taps into product
design and creative concepts of
not just the hospitality industry,
but also inspirational influences
of peripheral industries—think
fashion, jewelry, automotive.
By stirring the imagination of
designers, InspireDesign can inform
their approach to developing and
executing highly aesthetic and
functional designs.
InspireDesign is the exclusive
media partner of High Point
Market’s Hospitality at Market,
which highlights showrooms and
manufacturing partners that offer
inspirational products, and
provides educational sessions
and guided tours for designers
and buyers.

Materials: Feb 17

EDITORIAL CONTEN
Inspiration
Stimulation to kick-start
your imagination
Inspired By…
Designers share their
sources of inspiration
In the Mood
Collections curated by a designer
in mood-board style
Favorites
Designers reveal their
go-to products

Imagination
Ideas to ignite
innovation
Mix & Match
Ideas for creating thematic design
with complementary products
& looks
Beyond the Hotel
Inside look at projects outside
the hotel industry—designers share
their residential, retail, restaurant,
etc., projects

FALL

SUMMER

WINTER

Space: Apr 7

Space: Aug 7

Space: Oct 8

Materials: Apr 9

Materials: Aug 11

Materials: Oct 12

Distribution: HD Expo

Distribution: Hospitality at Market

Distribution: HX: The Hotel Experience

Innovation
The best vision
is insight

Insight
Understanding purpose
and process

Process
Making ideas
happen

What’s Hot
The latest and greatest
products & concepts

Storytellers
Guest columnists share their
design journey in their own words

What’s Cool
Editors’ picks for the
new, noteworthy & not to miss!

Trendsetters & Tastemakers
Inside the creative minds outside
our industry—think automotive,
fashion, technology

Creative Minds
Manufacturers discuss product
design & inspiration

INSPIRED BY

“I’m always thinking about the
unexpected; What am I going
to encounter today?” said
David Santiago, owner of Casa
Santi Interior Design. “If I’m
going out with a client, we can
discover an unexpected piece
or concept. That happens to
me all the time. I’m always
waiting for the daily surprise.
It always throws me off in the
most positive way.”
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Pininfarina brings its dynamic car design
expertise to architecture with Italian flair

C

D

B / Clients
“My very own
clients inspire
and challenge me
every day,” noted
Santiago. “My
work is based on
referral and repeat.
I have the privilege
of revisiting clients
that I’ve worked
with in the past.
We’re in a time
right now where
a lot of clients
are doing online
shopping and trying
to do it themselves
and sending me
pictures; they’re
always challenging
me. This is what
I always say: You
have to participate
in your own design,
your own journey.”
Photo: Upper Boulevard
Ridgewood, NJ

C / Old San Juan
“It’s a very colorful
island,” said
Santiago. “All of
the architecture is
painted in different
colors; it’s a
stimulant for me.
That’s what speaks
to me and makes
me a happy guy.”
D / Trade shows
“Trade shows
always come
back to me after
attending them,”
Santiago said. “I
go to High Point
to resource, buy,
educate and stay
on trend. Those
trips always stay
with me during the
in-between times.
They inspire me to
infuse everything
I’ve absorbed into
my projects—
resources,
concepts, color.”

E / Opera
“There’s always
an opera going
on in my head,”
said Santiago. “I
definitely infuse
music into my
passion for design.
I’ve influenced my
art director, Ricardo
Monge, to pursue
opera in his artwork.
I am working with
him on Dollpera
[Monge’s art series
inspired by his doll
collection], and
those are some of
the heroines and
pre-Madonnas of
Opera. We decided
to infuse his world
of artwork and
print it on fabric
to make one-ofa-kind pieces.
We’re going to also
infuse the artwork
on wallpaper and
murals. There’s a
great story there.”
Photo: Dollpera Mimi “La
Boheme” Mural by Monge
Art Corner; Bailey Chair by
Strictly Santi

F / New York noise
“We have the world
at our feet here,
from Montauk all
the way to the
Botanical Gardens
and Central Park,”
Santiago noted.
“When I go to the
Botanical Gardens
or the Cloisters,
I’m transported to
somewhere else in
time. You forget we
have beauty in our
own backyard—
even the subways!
The cityscapes, all
of that. There’s a
quiet energy
and a loud energy.”
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When you think of automobile design, one might
conjure up visions of sleek lines, bold curves and
timeless beauty. For nearly 90 years, Pininfarina
has been known for this and more through historic
partnerships with Ferrari and Maserati. And
now, the Italian firm is revealing another side—
architecture and design in the built environment.
“The expansion into other sectors of design
came about around 30 years ago,” said Paolo
Trevisan, head of design, Pininfarina of America.
“It was a natural transition—an exploration that
was provoked by a mix of client and market-specific
requests. Our core experience in car design allows us
the unique ability to define a brand and then develop
its three-dimensionality.”
With this vertical, there is a strong focus on
the engineering, manufacturing and performance
processes. Among the firm’s projects are hotels and
resorts in the U.S. as well as multifamily high-rise
buildings in Brazil.
“These skills are transferred to our
transportation verticals, creating projects for water,
air and land, including private jets, helicopters, rail
and yachts. Pininfarina has always been focused on
brand identity, experiential design, craftsmanship,
effective value engineering and creativity,” said
Trevisan. “These elements are, and will continue to
be, the foundation across the multiple sectors we
work in today.”
Interestingly, the firm’s interior design vertical
began with designing kitchens—“the engine of
the house”—and then expanded further into
architecture, which is its fastest-growing sector.
“After only one decade working within
this vertical, we now have a portfolio of private
residences, skyscrapers and commercial structures,
and are excited to create more hospitality projects.
We have also won multiple awards that would
not be possible without the strong, long-lasting
relationships we have built with our clients,” he said.
At Pininfarina, there’s a belief in the
communicative power of design. It permeates
everything they do.
“Aesthetics are as important as ergonomics and
structural considerations,” he said. “As designers,
we have an important responsibility because
architecture directly influences the way in which a
community interacts with its world. Pininfarina is
all about searching for the new classics: Innovation,
purity and elegance are our core company values,
but the love that we put into all of our projects is the
most important factor.”
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Completion
The finished hotel:
From dynamic design to the
guest experience

TASTEMAKERS TRENDSETTERS

DAVID
SANTIAGO

A / Venetian
architecture
“I was taken aback
by the richness of
the buildings and
color and variations
of iron gates and
window and door
frames,” Santiago
said. “These
intricate patterns
stayed with me. It
reminded me of
my Strictly Santi
pattern… Every
time the sun would
rise in the morning
and set in the
evening, the way
the sun reflected on
the architecture…
It was always
ready for being
photographed—
truly like a
postcard. I took
that and infused
the colors into my
current wallpaper
collection.”

Concept		
Creating the narrative
for the design story such as
storyboards, identities & branding
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